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These schwa sorts and games are an 
easy, NO PREP way to help your 
learners practice listening for and 
identifying the schwa sound in 
words.

Not too sure about schwa? 
Be sure to visit my blog post for an 
explanation of what schwa is (and 
isn’t). 
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child(ren) or with multiple children in your classroom/tutoring setting. Please 
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store on any other site (including a blog, Facebook, 4Shared, Dropbox, Amazon 
Inspire, etc.). Thank you!
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If you have any learners who are struggling to 
identify accented and unaccented syllables, 

visit this blog post for some helpful tips:
https://thisreadingmama.com/identify-accented-syllables/
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SCHWA Sorts
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Directions: Read each word in the word bank below. Listen for the sound of the 
underlined vowel(s) and decide if you hear the schwa sound in that syllable. 
Write the word in the chart above as either “Sounds like Schwa” or “NOT Schwa.”
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Directions: Read each word in the word bank below. Listen for the sound of the 
underlined vowel(s) and decide if you hear the schwa sound in that syllable. 
Write the word in the chart above as either “Sounds like Schwa” or “NOT Schwa.”
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Directions: Read each word in the word bank below. Listen for the sound of the 
underlined vowel(s) and decide if you hear the schwa sound in that syllable. 
Write the word in the chart above as either “Sounds like Schwa” or “NOT Schwa.”
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NOT

Directions: Read each word in the word bank below. Listen for the sound of the 
underlined vowel(s) and decide if you hear the schwa sound in that syllable. 
Write the word in the chart above as either “Sounds like Schwa” or “NOT Schwa.”

Sounds like



SCHWA Games
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supply purchase astronaut parcel upon magazine

ribbon convince question kangaroo away balloon

octopus campus attention command amount nickel

little trampoline banana alphabet afraid support

xylophone across ago uniform human cheetah

camel direction iguana agree gravel animal

rocket account tomato envelope dragon confess

occur candle aware shovel harmony question

Get a Row of 4
Directions: For two players. Each of you should choose a different colored counter or 
manipulative to cover your spaces. Take turns reading a word in any space. Tell where the 
schwa sound is found in the word. (Some words may have more than one schwa sound!) 
When you get a row of 4, you win! ©www.thisreadingmama.com



against captain suggest funnel syringe television

carrot helmet problem award puddle manatee

season alone magnet policy bacon fountain

middle friction eleven carnival afford rabbit

lawful elevator around astronaut pasta council

America lion decision company gorilla carpet

morsel action decimal racket travel suppose

cavity vinyl media opossum paragraph legal

Get a Row of 4
Directions: For two players. Each of you should choose a different colored counter or 
manipulative to cover your spaces. Take turns reading a word in any space. Tell where the 
schwa sound is found in the word. (Some words may have more than one schwa sound!) 
When you get a row of 4, you win! ©www.thisreadingmama.com
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Directions: Read each word in the word bank below. Listen for the sound of the 
underlined vowel(s) and decide if you hear the schwa sound in that syllable. 
Write the word in the chart above as either “Sounds like Schwa” or “NOT Schwa.”
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Directions: Read each word in the word bank below. Listen for the sound of the 
underlined vowel(s) and decide if you hear the schwa sound in that syllable. 
Write the word in the chart above as either “Sounds like Schwa” or “NOT Schwa.”
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Directions: Read each word in the word bank below. Listen for the sound of the 
underlined vowel(s) and decide if you hear the schwa sound in that syllable. 
Write the word in the chart above as either “Sounds like Schwa” or “NOT Schwa.”
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Sounds like
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Directions: Read each word in the word bank below. Listen for the sound of the 
underlined vowel(s) and decide if you hear the schwa sound in that syllable. 
Write the word in the chart above as either “Sounds like Schwa” or “NOT Schwa.”
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Directions: For two players. Each of you should choose a different colored counter or 
manipulative to cover your spaces. Take turns reading a word in any space. Tell where the 
schwa sound is found in the word. (Some words may have more than one schwa sound!) 
When you get a row of 4, you win!

supply purchase astronaut parcel upon magazine

ribbon convince question kangaroo away balloon

octopus campus attention command amount nickel

little trampoline banana alphabet afraid support

xylophone across ago uniform human cheetah

camel direction iguana agree gravel animal

rocket account tomato envelope dragon confess

occur candle aware shovel harmony question

Get a Row of 4 ANSWER KEY

Note: Schwa vowels are red & underlined in each word below.
©www.thisreadingmama.com
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against captain suggest funnel syringe television

carrot helmet problem award puddle manatee

season alone magnet policy bacon fountain

middle friction eleven carnival afford rabbit

lawful elevator around astronaut pasta council

America lion decision company gorilla carpet

morsel action decimal racket travel suppose

cavity vinyl media opossum paragraph legal

Get a Row of 4
Directions: For two players. Each of you should choose a different colored counter or 
manipulative to cover your spaces. Take turns reading a word in any space. Tell where the 
schwa sound is found in the word. (Some words may have more than one schwa sound!) 
When you get a row of 4, you win! ©www.thisreadingmama.com
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Note: Schwa vowels are red & underlined in each word below.



Let’s CONNECT!
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